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Abstract
Studies of termite mound building have considered the mud they prepare, its properties and its composition. Here we consider 
the behaviors of the mound building termites Macrotermes michaelseni, (Sjostedt), in the presence of the viscous boundary 
layer (VBL), which spontaneously forms over any surface that air passes over. We looked how soil moisture and air vapor are 
coupled to form a feedback loop and a spatiotemporal precursor to worker termites in the presence of mound material. We 
explored residency and activities of workers when presented with a VBL and either varying substrate temperature gradients 
or a soil moisture transition within the soil substrate. We report the emergence of a ‘vapor conveyor’, which forms around a 
neutral evaporative equilibrium point (NEEP) at the soil/air interface, where the soil-borne moisture temperature (along the 
gradient) and the 100% saturated air-borne vapor temperature coincide within the VBL, forming a bubble of neutral mass 
transfer which, we propose, worker termites are sensitive to as viscosity changes within. We found, on average, that 67% 
(std. dev 27%) of behavioral events (clustering, excavation, and deposition) occurred within 1 °C either side of the NEEP. 
We found negative correlation (− 0.78) between the substrate temperature gradient (0.1–0.9 °C  mm−1) and the extents of 
behavioral activity, suggesting coupling between soil-borne moisture and air-borne vapor advection within the VBL. We 
recorded unique behaviors relating to interaction with the viscosity of vapor-saturated air at this scale. We speculate that 
workers may exploit the VBL to overcome a classic trade-off, i.e., how to push activities forward into potentially desiccating 
environments while conserving moisture in both the termites and the soil they build with.

Keywords Worker termite behavior · Construction · Viscous boundary layer · Moisture gradient · Spatiotemporal 
precursor · Template

Introduction

The concept of stigmergy, developed by Grassé in 1959 
(Theraulaz and Bonabeau 1999), provided a chemoreception 
model for social insect construction which can be summa-
rized as ‘deposition leading to further deposition’. Though 
reinforced by early computational simulations, within 
emerging swarm robot models its definition is broader as 
‘a mechanism of indirect coordination in which a trace is 
left by an action in a medium [that] stimulates subsequent 
actions’ (Heylighen 2016). In mound building termites, 

where evidence exists for sensitivity to evaporative com-
ponents (namely, pheromones) as an organizing principle 
around the queen and during trail following, a building 
pheromone, per se, has proved elusive.

Some assumptions for its existence come from Bruin-
sma’s PhD study (Bruinsma et al. 1979) and some ques-
tion the interpretation of the research in the face of growing 
evidence that alternative factors may work as effectively as 
a chemical based ‘build pheromone’. Bardunias et al. have 
considered thigmotaxis in termites (Lee et al. 2008), the 
perception of tactile cues in excavation (Bardunias and Su 
2010) and the accumulation of depositions as a peripheral 
effect near excavation sites (Green et  al. 2017). Turner 
(2011) proposed a role for soil moisture as a potential stig-
mergic cue for building behavior when comparing Mac-
rotermes natalensis and Macrotermes michaelseni mounds 
in Namibia, concluding “the building behavior of Mac-
rotermes michaelseni [workers] appears to be more strongly 
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driven by water, and has a stronger tendency to move soil 
and water along gradients from wet to dry. Building behav-
ior of Macrotermes natalensis, in contrast, appears to be 
more confined by a greater reliance on cement pheromone 
to organize building”.

Fouquet et al. (2014) explored termite worker selection 
between sites of ‘marked and textured’ sources of material, 
concluding that the existing structure or texture was a strong 
cue, over ‘volatile marking’, even though they acknowledged 
that better control of evaporative effects was lacking.

Worker termites masticate soil and water to create mud, 
as a subtle and complex combination of moisture and granu-
lar materials. Jouquet et al. (2002) explored the preference of 
worker termites to soils, observing complex decisions when 
selecting aggregates and clays for differing structures, noting 
“the kinetics of water retention reveals the ability of each 
soil to hold and to exchange water with the outside environ-
ment”, inferring that termites are not selecting construction 
materials based on a specific property, beyond how granular 
materials behave in the presence of water. Murthy et al (Kan-
dasami et al. 2016; Zachariah et al. 2017) extended studies 
of termite soil properties in India, observing that workers 
modulate the water content of a mud bolus between the liq-
uid and plastic Atterberg limits, i.e., the point of optimum 
‘workability’ or ‘buildability’.

Here we expand the concept of moisture stigmergy, as a 
spatiotemporal precursor to worker termites in the presence 
of mound material and moisture gradients. We consider the 
role of soil moisture and evaporation equilibrium at the soil/
air interface, at the scale of worker termites interacting with 
the medium of mud. Specifically we explore the presence 
and role of the viscous boundary layer (VBL), as a physical 
constraint and mechanism of feedback to workers.

When airflows over a surface, gradients in the physical 
properties of the air, such as velocity, humidity and heat, 
form at the interface. Gradients arise from airflow interacting 
with solid surfaces and structures, such as the ground and 
insects, which collectively are termed the viscous boundary 
layer (VBL) (Prandtl 1904; Blasius 1908). Within the VBL, 
velocity, mass transfer and thermal properties are coupled as 
gradients of viscous dissipation, which persist as thin layers 
surrounding solid–air interfaces.

Termites, in particular worker termites, exist within 
a low Reynolds (Re) number domain within the bound-
ary layer. The Reynolds number defines the relationship 
between inertia and viscosity dominated conditions, 
which define laminar and turbulent flows as viscosity 
changes occur. In general, the VBL can be expressed as 
� = 5.0xRe

x

−1∕2 , where Re
x
= �Ux�−1 is the Reynolds num-

ber with respect to the length x along the solid surface for 
a fluid with density � , viscosity � , and freestream velocity 
U . At the scale of an insect within the VBL, air is not fully 
viscous, as defined by ‘Stokes flow’ (Re ≤ 1), it is simply 

‘more viscous’ (Re < 10). There is inertia, but viscosity 
and changes in viscosity are perceptible to individual 
insects (Cooter and Baker 1977).

Within the VBL and at this scale, molecules reach sen-
sors predominantly by diffusion, which is slow. Antennae 
for example, as dense arrays of fibers, create a resistance 
to airflow and elevate chemo-sensors into faster moving air 
above the VBL (Vogel 1983; Vogel 2004; Loudon and Koehl 
2000; Schneider et al. 1998).

Insects exist at the interface of liquid and vapor domains. 
Within a closed system, the term evaporative equilibrium 
describes the movement of water molecules between the 
liquid and vapor phase, up to the point the air becomes 
saturated, where no further change in vapor pressure, den-
sity or liquid temperature will occur. In reality, the VBL 
is a quasi-closed system, where molecular diffusion rates 
are limited and slower, compared to faster convection rates 
at larger scales, and because airflow moves parallel to the 
interface, vapor is moving along the interface by advection. 
A moist soil/air interface is not a liquid/vapor interface. 
Moisture is retained through capillary and matric forces 
within a porous structure, where solid/liquid/vapor phases 
exist in close proximity. Moist soil surfaces sustain a thicker 
interface between liquid and vapor phases, depending on the 
temperature and vapor pressure within the VBL (Zhou and 
Han 2013; Alvenas and Jansson 1997).

Assuming the VBL’s saturated vapor pressure is below 
evaporative equilibrium, it is free to accept moisture from a 
moist surface. Inversely, where the VBL’s vapor pressure is 
saturated and encounters a dry or cool surface, it will give 
up moisture back to the soil. Figure 1a considers an airflow, 
where (1) the VBL forms over a moist soil substrate, (2) a 
temperature or moisture gradient exists within the soil sub-
strate, (3) the warm or wet end of the gradient is upstream 
of the airflow and the cool or dry end is downstream, and 
(4) the mid-point of the gradient coincides with the neutral 
evaporative equilibrium point (NEEP). We define the NEEP 
as the point along the gradient, where neither evaporation 
nor condensation occurs at the interface, this point being 
at evaporative equilibrium, because the temperature of the 
substrate coincides with the temperature of the air above it 
is at 100% vapor saturation. Upstream of the NEEP, a net 
evaporative condition (i.e., a positive vapor forcing to the 
VBL) exists, which inverts to a net condensing condition 
(i.e., negative vapor forcing from the VBL) downstream.

The combination of the gradient, the direction of air-
flow, the scale and the ability of the VBL to accept mois-
ture, means that soil moisture will evaporate (as vapor) 
ahead of the NEEP, move over the NEEP (as advection), 
and condense vapor (as moisture) behind it. Whether the 
substrate gradient is one of heat or moisture, there will 
be a normalizing of the gradient around the NEEP. In the 
absence of termites, the region of vapor conveyance will 
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expand to an abiotic equilibrium limit, where there is no 
additional source of energy to drive and expand the con-
veyor further.

Figure 1b considers the intervention of worker termites 
assuming, as this research set out to explore, that they are 
sensitive to the phase transition of soil moisture and its con-
veyance within the VBL. Both excavation and deposition 
are topological folding and increases moisture exchange 
between the soil substrate and VBL. Excavation and dep-
osition input additional energy which expands the ‘vapor 
conveyor’ to a homeostatic equilibrium limit, regulated by 
the actions of the worker termites. Theoretically, as the zone 
around the NEEP expands, then the substrate temperature 
within the vapor cycle will converge to that of the VBL air 
temperature at 100% saturation. Outside the limits of the 
vapor conveyor the substrate temperature gradient steepens 

to drive greater positive and negative vapor forcing and 
greater feedback to the actions of workers within.

If correct, we should see workers active within a rela-
tively small region which gradually expands through time, to 
extend a region of ‘stable’ saturated air. The analogy is one 
of sustaining a vapor bubble or halo, theoretically protecting 
workers from the desiccating effects of pushing their activi-
ties into new regions.

Figure 1c considers the effect of vapor mass transfer to 
the VBL. Research by Amador et al. (2015) looked at how 
insects affect the ‘stream function’ or ‘streamlines’ of air-
flow around them. Streamlines are the paths which air mol-
ecules (or other entrained molecules) follow when flowing, 
and the stream function describes their distribution within 
the flow. It is unclear whether insects detect gradients or 
differences in pressure (as volumetric change) or viscosity. 

Fig. 1  a ‘Vapor conveyor’ emerges at the soil/air interface, either side 
of a neutral evaporative equilibrium point (NEEP) due to the presence 
of (i) temperature gradient, (ii) moist soil substrate and (iii) diffusion 
limited viscous boundary layer. It expands around the NEEP and its 
extents are limited by ‘abiotic equilibrium’ (vertical dashed line). b 
Workers sense the vapor conveyor as it is coupled to soil moisture and 

‘workability’. Theoretically worker activities modify the vapor forc-
ing and feedback within the VBL, where both the region of activity 
and the vapor cycle expand to fall within ‘homeostatic equilibrium’. c 
Research suggests that insects sense the stream function as fine scale 
viscosity variation within the VBL, whose thickness varies as a func-
tion of vapor transfer to and from the soil substrate
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Vapor transfer will induce both thickening and thinning of 
the VBL and change its viscosity. The interaction of worker 
termites, active within the viscous medium of the VBL, will 
produce ‘wake’ and ‘eddy’ phenomena that may reveal rela-
tionships between both.

We exposed worker termites to a substrate of mound 
material with different temperature and moisture gradients 
between runs, analogous to conditions found between the 
inside and outside of the mound, and we report the location, 
residency and category of worker activities through each run 
in relation both the gradient and the location of the predicted 
NEEP and the vapor cycle forming around it.

Methods

Field experiments were conducted at the Cheetah View 
Farm near Ojtiwarongo [20°34′32.1″S 16°53′21.0″E] in 
Namibia during May and June 2016. Access to the site and 
research permissions was provided by the private owners of 
the Cheetah Conservation Fund, Namibia. Worker termites 
used in the study were collected from mounds close to the 
laboratory, using 1000 mm lengths of 100 mm diameter pipe 
inserted into the skin of a mature mound in the evening, 
prior to experiments the next day. Workers build within the 
pipes overnight. Pipes were collected and sealed. Prior to 
runs, workers were tipped from the pipe onto trays, along 
with mound material. Soil was separated and prepared for 
the arena. Workers were placed in sealed plastic containers 
with soil and moist cellulose cloth. Workers were collected 
from here, placed in the arena, then returned to the container. 
After 2–3 h, termites and soil were returned to the location, 
where the pipe had been withdrawn from the mound.

The arenas

An acrylic enclosure, in Fig. 2a, of 350 mm × 60 mm × 
60 mm, sustained a balanced (via a Cole Palmer 0.1–0.5 L 
 min−1 mass/flow regulator) and regulated airflow over a sin-
gle trough of moist mound soil (240 mm long × 15 mm wide 
× 6 mm deep). From Fig. 2a, b, capillary tubes (1.95 mm 
(OD)/1.1 mm (ID) × 100 mm long) were located at both the 
inlet and outlet end of the enclosure to a height of 10 mm 
above the substrate, producing laminar airflow. An air veloc-
ity of 5 mm  s−1 (± 2) minimized turbulence around both 
worker termites and sites of excavation and deposition and 
produced a viscous boundary layer (VBL) at the soil/air 
interface. Streamline displacement and eddy vortices will 
still occur around workers and sites of excavation and depo-
sition, within the VBL. The airflow rate sustained diffusion 
limited advection along the VBL.

Figure 2c shows a 1 L pot of CaO desiccant which pro-
vided a constant 10% relative humidity (RH) to the inlet 

air supply. Calibrated Vaisala HMP110 RH and tempera-
ture (T) sensors were located within the inlet and outlet 
airflow stream (outside the arena) to (1) monitor the inlet 
airflow RH/T to track the critical VBL air temperature 
that corresponds to the substrate temperature for a NEEP 
to emerge, and (2) to compare the inlet to the outlet RH/T 
as a measure of change in mass transfer of moisture, either 
to or from the soil trough, as air passed through the arena. 
RH/T measurements were captured at 1 min intervals.

An array of 6 × 1  mm (ID) hypodermic needles, in 
Fig. 2e, were set behind the inlet capillary array to provide 
injection sites for polyethylene glycol (PEG) vapor. PEG 
vapor could be selectively injected into the laminar flow 
as pulses or continuous streamlines of vapor, which could 
visualized using a Blau 25 mW planar laser, set parallel 
to the soil surface (shone from outside of the arena). PEG 
vapor is slightly more dense than air and tends to sink 
if injected into air above a convection driven buoyancy 
threshold. By injecting a bolus of PEG vapor (≈ 50 mL) 
faster than the laminar airstream rate (> 5 mm  s−1), the 
vapor descended to the soil substrate and became entrained 
in air moving within the VBL, allowing us to see what was 
happening at the soil/air interface. Inversely, by injecting 
the PEG slower (< 5 mm  s−1), the molecular ratio reduces, 
allowing vapor to be carried by the freestream flow pass-
ing over the VBL. This allowed us to explore both the 
conditions in the VBL and the conditions in the freestream 
flow above the VBL. Figure 2d shows an image enhance-
ment of two PEG bolii (highlighted green) released into 
the freestream flow set to 30 mm  s−1 (faster than the exper-
imental flow of 5 mm  s−1). There is no moist soil substrate 
and the three images, taken at 3 s, 6 s and 9 s, which show 
coherence as the two bolii progress from the inlet (left) to 
outlet (right) of the arena.

In a prototype study, prior to this study, we considered 
worker sensitivity to PEG vapor injection, as this could 
potentially influence behavior. On encountering PEG vapor 
some workers appear oblivious to its presence, whereas oth-
ers will stop, then sense (antennate the viscosity transition) 
and enact a sharp forward/reverse action (like a ‘sneeze’—in 
human terms). Some reacting workers will move to other 
workers and communicate, while others will move to track 
along the edge of the vapor transition. Workers also do this 
when there is no PEG vapor present, i.e., a sharp transition 
exists (of viscosity or momentum) in the air around them. 
As a rule, we applied PEG vapor visualization of the vapor 
conveyor to half the runs, at the end of each run (av. minute 
50 ± 10). Figure 2g shows one of the methods to establish 
the extents of the vapor conveyor using reflectance of white 
light on the soil substrate. At the inlet the net evaporat-
ing condition produces low reflectance, which extends to 
encompass workers. A vertical white line indicates the point 
at which vapor condenses back to the substrate from the 
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VBL, showing high reflectance and indicating the end of 
the vapor conveyor.

Cohorts (av.22 ± 10) of randomly mixed Macrotermes 
michaelseni major and minor workers, were harvested from 
mounds as described. 14 runs were filmed for 60 min with 

varying temperature and moisture gradients. The soil used 
was the same ‘fresh build’ from which workers were drawn. 
Murthy et al (Kandasami et al. 2016), established that Odon-
totermes obessus worker termites in India modulate water 
to soil ratios between the Atterberg plastic and liquid limits 

Fig. 2  a, b Schematic of laminar flow arena. c Equipment setup 
showing inlet air modification (10%RH), balanced (inlet/outlet) air-
flow and location of 2× Vaisala humidity sensors for overall mass 
transfer. The inlet flow supported injection (< 50 ml) of PEG vapor 
for boundary layer illumination. d Planar laser illuminated twin PEG 
vapor bolus release shows laminar flow down the arena. e 2 × 3 injec-

tor array for PEG vapor abutted to inlet capillary array. f Final setup 
with infrared temperature measuring and PEG vapor injection syringe 
visible. g Location and extent of vapor conveyor with visible ‘reflec-
tance’ of condensate on the surface of the soil, workers are active 
within vapor conveyor
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of 17% and 33%, respectively. We established the Atterberg 
limits of the soil source being between 15–20%  H2O by 
weight for the plastic limit and 38–40%  H2O by weight for 
the liquid limit.

To fill the soil trough and arrive at a moisture content 
between the Atterberg plastic and liquid limits, we first 
blended water to harvested mound material to a ‘fluid paste’ 
consistency (i.e., a low shear response to displacement), 
close to the liquid limit, so that it could be extruded into the 
soil trough through a 10 mm diameter nozzle attached to 
an ‘icing bag’. We levelled the paste by drawing and gently 
oscillating a sharp blade over the trough to level it to the 
acrylic baseplate. We then placed a two-ply paper towel on 
top of the soil to wick off excess moisture for 10 s, to visibly 
remove the ‘sheen’ of moisture at the surface, before loading 
the sample within the arena. By sampling the soil surface in 
the arena, and drying and weighing the samples, we estab-
lished the moisture content of the mound material, which 
workers would encounter, to be 27% ±  2H2O by weight.

The experimental series

The experiments were split into two series, S1 and S2. In 
the first series, designated  S1A −I, 9 runs were undertaken, 
where a varying temperature gradient was imposed on the 
soil substrate. Within any single run, we set the temperature 
difference of the substrate gradient, to be higher at the inlet 
and lower at the outlet, than the inlet airflow temperature. 
By noting the external air temperature, we could locate a 
source of heat (clothe soaked in warm water) and source of 
cooling (ice cubes) beneath the soil substrate, separated by 
a metal plate to spread the temperature towards a linear dis-
tribution. Theoretically this would produce a NEEP at some 
mid-point between the inlet and outlet. In this scenario, des-
iccated air enters the arena and encounters warm moist soil 
(> inlet air temperature) at its leading edge, producing vapor 
mass transfer from the soil to the VBL. As air moves down 
the arena it draws in moisture (as vapor) up to its saturated 
equilibrium point (100% RH). Vapor-saturated air pass over 
the NEEP (no vapor mass transfer between soil and air) and 
will condense on any surface at or below the temperature of 
the saturated air (i.e., the inlet air temperature).

If a vapor cycle exists around a NEEP, it should produce 
a region of ‘stable’ saturated and advected airflow, with little 
variation in temperature, RH or momentum, even though we 
had no way of establishing this. This stable region or ‘vapor 
bubble’ will be bounded by the freestream airflow momen-
tum gradient above the VBL and steeper gradients of tem-
perature, momentum and viscosity at the evaporating leading 
edge and condensing trailing edges of the vapor cycle.

If workers sense and act on viscosity or momentum gra-
dients brought about through vapor mass transfers while 

seeking to stabilize regions which would otherwise be 
challenging (i.e., too dry or too wet), then we would expect 
to observe residency within this region and behaviors syn-
onymous with the presence of mound material. Because of 
unpredictable changes to external conditions (i.e., weather 
conditions) affecting inlet air temperature and RH content, 
and predictable internal changes (such as cooling of the 
warm cloth and warming of the ice beneath the substrate), 
we would expect to see the location and extents of the 
NEEP and vapor cycle changing through each run. This 
conflicted with our hopes to observe an expanding NEEP 
and vapor cycle through the action of workers adding 
energy to the abiotic state, towards homeostatic regulation.

We produced temperature gradients of varying slope, 
from 15 °C difference (i.e., ≈ 7 °C either side of the NEEP 
and a gradient of 0.75 °C  cm−1) down to 0 °C (i.e., no tem-
perature difference above or below the NEEP). For steep 
gradients, a shorter vapor conveyor should form around the 
NEEP at some location along the baseplate, whereas shal-
low gradients should produce a longer vapor conveyor. We 
recorded substrate temperatures in-situ at the start and end 
of each run (Hygiplas infrared thermometer, SN:GG749, 
resolution 0.1 °C, spot ratio 12:1, accuracy ± 2 °C) taking 
readings every 25 mm along the substrate. Using these 
data and the data from the RH/T sensors, we could estab-
lish the likely location of the NEEP.

The second series, designated  S2A − E, explored the rela-
tionship of a discrete soil moisture transition to the emer-
gence of the vapor conveyor, where no temperature gradi-
ent was imposed within the soil substrate. A soil moisture 
transition, in the presence of the diffusion limited VBL, 
should create a vapor conveyor similar to a soil substrate 
temperature gradient in series 1. However, unlike series 
1, in series 2 experiments, the location of one end of the 
vapor conveyor would be fixed to the soil moisture transi-
tion point. If wet soil, above the Atterberg plastic limit, 
was placed towards the lead-in end (runs  S2A − C), then the 
vapor conveyor should form over this region and collapse 
abruptly at the transition to dry soil, which was below 
the Atterberg plastic limit and towards the lead-out end. 
Inversely, runs  S2D − E had dry soil located at the lead-in 
and wet soil at the lead-out. If our assumptions were cor-
rect, then we would expect the vapor conveyor to begin 
abruptly at the moisture transition point and form over 
the wet soil. If worker termites exhibited sensitivity to 
its presence, this would address a bias towards substrate 
temperature, over a vapor forcing sensitivity, because the 
baseplate temperature was uniform. Recent studies (Green 
et al. 2017), report 20%  H2O by weight for ‘fresh build’ 
in Macrotermes Michaelseni mounds in the same region. 
The soil moisture transition was from 15 to 27%  H2O by 
weight over a distance of 5 mm within the soil substrate.
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The viscous boundary layer

As a closed system, the VBL properties in the experiments 
were similar to that found in a pipe. Using the experimental 
parameters (inlet flow velocity, arena geometry and tem-
perature gradient) we simulated the boundary layer aero-
dynamics within the arena. In Fig. 3a–d, we simulated the 
effects of vapor transfer and temperature-driven buoyancy 
in the formation of the VBL, as well as symmetry breaking 
of the streamlines (solid black lines) of the flow. The simula-
tion assumes a 10 °C temperature gradient along the base-
plate (from 15 to 25 °C), which was the maximum gradient 
difference used in the experiments  S1A − E. In the physical 
experiments, the NEEP would lie midway along the base-
plate temperature gradient. However, the model could not 

simulate the effect of a condensing condition beyond the 
NEEP, which would collapse the VBL towards the baseplate 
producing the vapor conveyor.

Figure 3a shows the condition we observed with the 
twin bolii release in Fig. 2d, with no vapor transfer or 
temperature gradient. Air moves at a near constant velocity 
along the pipe or arena. Equally, in Fig. 3b, the addition 
of a temperature gradient does little to change the veloc-
ity profile across the pipe or flow along it. Only in Fig. 4c, 
with vapor mass transfer from the substrate and no tem-
perature gradient, do we see the formation of a pronounced 
VBL, with distortion of the flow field producing changes 
to the velocity profile across the pipe. Interestingly, in 
Fig. 4d, we predict little change to the VBL profile, with 
the addition of a temperature gradient. The implication 

Fig. 3  a Simulated velocity profiles for the experimental equipment, 
where two experimental parameters (10 °C gradient along the base-
plate and vapor transfer at the leading edge) show the effect on the 
formation and extent of the VBL. In b, the temperature gradient alone 
has little effect on the VBL formation. In c, d, the VBL forms primar-

ily with the presence of the vapor transfer. e Theoretical mass transfer 
rate (assuming only vapor forcing at the leading edge) used for c, d. f 
The stream function values along VBL at 7 mm (black), 5 mm (blue), 
and 3 mm (red) above the surface
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being that vapor transfer has a far greater effect on the 
shape (and height) of the VBL than temperature-induced 
changes in air density.

By adapting Spalding (1954), for mass transfer in lami-
nar flow, to our experimental conditions, we determined the 
theoretical exchange of moisture (mass transfer) between 
a fully wetted soil and air at 10% relative humidity, when 
they are both at a temperature of 20 °C. For simplicity, our 
model assumed a smooth surface. In Fig. 1e, we show the 
expected change in moisture transfer along the length of the 
experimental channel. We can determine how moisture loss, 
or vapor mass transfer, from the substrate affects the veloc-
ity boundary layer, where moisture exchange is treated as a 
flow injection at the surface and the boundary condition for 
the boundary layer problem (Wang 2007). Where initially 
the rate of desorption (evaporation) to the VBL is high, this 

levels off as the saturation threshold of the air in the VBL 
is approached.

The simulation suggests that desorption to the VBL 
occurs rapidly, to produce NEEP conditions, even in the 
absence of a temperature difference between the substrate 
and the air stream passing over it. Where in the S1 runs we 
explored vapor mass transfer and the formation of the VBL 
through a temperature difference between the substrate and 
air stream above it, in the S2 runs we explored vapor mass 
transfer, where no temperature difference existed. Figure 3e 
suggests that we should still find NEEP conditions and a 
vapor cycle present. This also demonstrates how the align-
ment of the substrate temperature to airstream temperature 
alone will not form the NEEP, it is the rapid transfer of vapor 
to the VBL to its saturation point and its advection, which 
creates this condition.

We investigated the dynamics of the streamlines between 
the ground and the height of the predicted VBL. Figure 3g 
shows the values of the stream function � at three different 
heights about the surface (7 mm, 5 mm and 3 mm). Stream-
lines occur when the streamfunction � is constant (Schlicht-
ing 1960); therefore, we expect streamlines approximately 
parallel to the surface for flows after they enter our experi-
mental channel.

Streamlines are of particular interest for probing informa-
tion as they represent the paths that air and other chemical 
molecules travel along. By probing at the same height across 
the channel, a termite could sense changes in air velocity 
and chemical properties. Interestingly, the streamlines nearer 
to the surface in Fig. 3g tend to be parallel. This indicates 
that by probing close to the surface, a termite could ensure 
consistency in the information it receives, while it traverses 
along the surface. A termite could then measure how humid-
ity, temperature, and flow speed change along the surface as 
these can be integrated into the volume changes occurring 
within streamlines. This information could help workers 
reach a consensus on the ideal spots for soil excavation and 
deposition.

Formation and visualization of the leading edge of the 
VBL is shown in Fig. 4a and shows the velocity profile 
within the arena, over 3 s with no temperature forcing and 
no moist substrate, using dispersed (neutrally buoyant) poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) vapor injection and (vertical) planar 
laser illumination. The profiles are more elongated than 
Fig. 3a. In Fig. 4b–d, we first introduced PEG vapor into 
the VBL (as described), then neutrally buoyant streamlines 
over the PEG infused VBL. Figure 4b shows the VBL to 
be around 5 mm thick, where it forms over an acrylic base-
plate at ambient 15 °C, with no soil trough. In Fig. 4c, we 
introduced the moist soil trough at 20.5 °C and Fig. 4d at 
25 °C. There was a marked effect on VBL formation and 
cohesion, as simulated in Fig. 4c, d, where Fig. 4c shows the 
effect of a 5 °C increase to temperature at the leading edge, 

Fig. 4  a 3 s laser illuminated PEG vapor sequence showing velocity 
profile of experimental arena in vertical section (no moist soil pre-
sent). b VBL with no moist soil or thermal forcing (arena at ambient 
T ≈ 15  °C), BL = 5  mm. c Momentum BL, with moist soil (hatched 
region) and thermal (≈ 20.5 0C)/vapor forcing, BL = 7  mm. d VBL 
under high thermal (T ≈ 25  °C) forcing from moist soil (hatched 
region). VBL extends from baseplate to top plate with visible conden-
sate on walls of arena
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producing a thickened VBL of 7 mm and Fig. 4d, where a 
10 °C (above ambient) increase at the leading edge produced 
disruption to the VBL. In Fig. 4d, we see symmetry breaking 
of streamlines just ahead of the VBL, as well as disruption 
within the VBL (dashed arrows). This is the threshold over 
which temperature-induced convection based mixing occurs 
in the VBL.

Mapping activities and analysis

Each run in  S1A − I and  S2A − E, lasted 60 min (t = 1 to t = 60). 
Activities within the arena were recorded continuously by a 
GoPro video camera mounted above the arena. For each run 
we marked off to a 12 × 60 excel grid, the location of workers 
along the arena and coded that mark based on their activity 
in that location. The 12 cells in each column represented 12 
incremental locations (of 25 mm each) covering the length 
of the arena, beginning at the inlet (called ‘lead-in’) to the 
outlet (lead-out). The 60 rows represented 60 × 1 min incre-
ments, where the video was paused and worker residency/
activity count took place. At t = 1 we coded the location of 
an activity to column 1 as either a clustering = 1, deposi-
tion = 2 or excavation = 3, and so on to column t = 60. We did 
not code for workers moving between locations or between 
any of the three activity categories.

The observation category called ‘clustering’ describes 
how workers sometimes cluster in groups at certain loca-
tions, where they may or may not later engage with exca-
vation or deposition activities. The term ‘clustering’ has 
been called ‘aggregation’ (Dambach and Goehhlen 1999) 
in studies of cockroach sensitivity to humidity, but becomes 
confusing when describing termites that aggregate materials.

Coding cells by ‘activity’ allowed us to apply conditional 
arguments and color formats for analysis. By adding two 
additional columns, one before t = 1 and one after t = 60, we 
could input the substrate temperature gradient at t = 0 and 
t = 61. These substrate temperature data were interpolated 
for all columns t = 1 to t = 60 in the ‘activity grid’, produc-
ing an approximate substrate temperature for each cell in the 
grid, where a coded activity took place. For clarity our inter-
polated substrate temperatures assumed a linear temperature 
gradient between t = 1–t = 60, which we could not know.

As with the substrate temperatures, the VBL temperature 
data (taken from the humidity sensor logs) were mapped 
to all cells in the activity grid. Conditional formatting was 
applied to indicate cells, where the substrate temperature 
matched the VBL air temperature (± 1 °C either side of 
the VBL temperature) as the likely location of the NEEP. 
Using ± 1 °C was a choice based partly on the accuracy of 
measurements using the infrared thermometer, and because 
this range corresponded to a single cell in column t = 0, 
where steeper temperature gradients were applied. [Details 
can be found in supplementary data: SD1].

By introducing the location of cells, where activities 
occurred (and the corresponding substrate temperature) 
we could map these to cells that converged on the VBL air 
temperature. With these data we could calculate the per-
centage of cells, where activities occurred that fell within 
the bounds of the NEEP. Because of the tight coupling of 
parameters (soil moisture, surface roughness, soil matric 
potential, topology modification and airflow) and the inevi-
table variation in external air pressure and temperature con-
ditions, it was impossible to fix the location of the NEEP 
to a single location along the substrate gradient, prior to 
each run. Instead we exposed workers to randomly varying 
temperature and moisture gradients, logged the airflow and 
substrate parameters for each run and then ranked these by 
gradient for the analysis.

A final set of observations were the visible extents of the 
vapor cycle at the soil/air interface through each run. We 
had two methods for establishing this. The first has been 
described in Fig. 2g, using white light reflectance. The sec-
ond was to use PEG vapor infusion to the VBL and planar 
laser illumination to see, where the PEG vapor condensed 
to the substrate. These were also be mapped to the activity 
grid to see how these aligned to the NEEP.

Results

Figure 5 shows activity pictograms for all 14 runs and their 
12 × 60 cell ‘activity grids’. The first series,  S1A − I, are 
ranked by the temperature gradient (0.89–0.11 °C  cm−1) 
along the baseplate. Coded activities have been color ren-
dered (clustering = magenta, deposition = green, excava-
tion = blue), as have the soil substrate temperature gradi-
ents (from 12 °C = yellow to 30 °C = red) to show the 
interpolated profiles at t = 1 and t = 60 (ordinate) for each 
run. In Fig. 5, blue excavation events are identified as both 
excavation and deposition events, which is discussed later. In 
series  S1A − I the location of the NEEP is indicated as exist-
ing between the two vertical dashed lines, where the VBL 
temperature (± 1 °C), matches the substrate temperature for 
each cell. The calculation of this region is shown in the sup-
plementary data (SD1: Table 2). In addition, in Fig. 5, the 
region between the gray triangles ‘> <’ represents the extent 
of the visible vapor conveyor within the VBL, established 
using PEG vapor laser illumination and white light reflec-
tance off the condensate on the substrate.

In runs with steeper gradients,  S1A − F, expansion of the 
vapor conveyor was biased towards the leading edge, most 
likely because of faster heat dissipation through the run, 
from the warm soil substrate (as opposed to heat gain at 
the cold end). Both the calculated NEEP extents and the 
visible extents of the vapor conveyor expanded in line with 
the number of cells, where activities took. In  S1G we could 
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not calculate the NEEP extents due to RH/T sensor fail-
ure.  S1D shows skewing suggesting the calculated NEEP 
is moving outside the bounds of the baseplate temperature 
gradient, possibly from changes in external pressure and 
temperature conditions. In  S1I the bounds of the NEEP may 
have extended beyond the arena due to the shallow gradient, 

accounting for the broad range of the activities recorded 
throughout the arena.

In the second series,  S2A − E, the location of a discrete soil 
moisture transition is indicated as a single vertical dashed 
line. The NEEP could not be established to any degree of 
accuracy, because the vapor conveyor was being forced into 

Fig. 5  Color rendering of the 14 grid arrays used to encode category, 
duration and location of activities for all runs (abscissa = direction of 
airflow and coding locations along arena Ta-j). Coded activities (clus-
tering, deposition, excavation) were mapped to soil temperature con-
tours (12 °C = yellow to 30 °C = red) for each 60 min run (ordinate). 

Runs  S1A − I, sought to correlate the NEEP (area between vertical 
dashed black lines), and visible extent of vapor conveyor from videos 
(area between the gray triangles). Runs S2 A−E explore the emergence 
of the vapor conveyor, where no temperature gradient exists, only a 
sharp soil moisture transition (vertical dashed line)
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existence by the soil substrate condition. The visible extents 
of the vapor conveyor were again recorded as the region 
between the gray triangles ‘> <’. In four of the five runs, the 
soil moisture transition did form either the beginning or end 
of the vapor conveyor. Notably in run  S2A, the visualized 
conveyor extended beyond the moisture transition point, as 
did the extent of activities.

In general, all runs began with workers clustering 
(magenta) near or at locations which would become sites of 
activity, as either excavation (blue) or deposition (green). 
Activities were not fixed to any single location along the 
soil trough, for example, where workers tend to be drawn to 
‘edges’ (Green et al. 2017), which in this case would be the 
point, where the soil trough transitions to the acrylic base-
plate, at its leading or trailing edge. In all S1 runs, where a 
temperature gradient existed, activities began and remained 
within the visible bounds of the vapor conveyor. In  S1A − I, 
except  S1B and  S1F, activities began within 1 °C either side 
of the NEEP, with both vapor conveyor and the extent of 
activities expanding through the run. In  S2A − E, the imposed 
soil moisture transition defined both the limit to the vapor 
conveyor and primary sites of excavation activity. Notably, 
the extents of the vapor conveyor did not change compared 
to  S1A − I.

Figure 6a [i-vi] shows 6 captured frames covering 25 s 
of video from the end of run  S1E. Figure 6a [i] shows PEG 
streamlines (injected at > 5 mm s −1) emerging from the 
lowest layer of capillary tubes at the inlet. The laser plane 
is set ≈ 2–3 mm above the baseplate. Workers are illumi-
nated and streamlines around them are visible, within the 
VBL. In Fig. 6a [ii], streamlines encounter workers actively 
excavating at the leading edge (circled) of the vapor con-
veyor (indicated), where streamline velocity changed from 
5 mm  s−1 to 3.6 mm  s−1. On sensing streamlines, 3 workers 
move upstream. Streamline flow around workers shows a 
boundary layer forming around the abdomen (see discus-
sion). In Fig. 6a [iii], streamlines persist as they encounter 
workers at the trailing edge, but are forming vortices and 
eddy characteristics. PEG vapor now makes up part of the 
vapor-saturated air in the VBL. Streamlines track along the 
vapor conveyor in Fig. 6a [iv–v], becoming diffuse and then 
condense on the cool soil (see supplementary video SV1).

In Fig. 6a [vi], workers (indicated by red ‘^’) remain 
clustered at the trailing edge of the vapor conveyor. A sin-
gle worker (indicated blue ‘v’) moves downstream of the 
cluster, away from the vapor conveyor (see discussion and 
supplementary video SV2). In Fig. 6b, a brief but intense 
pulse of PEG vapor injection forms a diffuse cloud within 
the entire arena (i.e., no streamlines). The extents of the 
illumination cone of the planar laser (green arrows) show the 
cloud condensing to the substrate the right of the clustered 
workers. Again, individual workers leave the conveyor and 
move downstream. This behavior was common through all 

runs and occurred in the absence of PEG vapor. Because 
there workers were mobile (≈ 5 mm  s−1) we excluded them 
from the coding.

Figure 6c (i) shows the typical deposition around a site of 
excavation. Figure 6c (ii) plots the spatial distribution (mm) 
of every deposition event adjacent to and within ≈ 25 mm 
from a single excavation site (indicated by red circle) from 
 S2D. Deposition is bounded by the walls of the arena, top 
and bottom. Figure 6c (iii) shows the deposition distribution 
along the abscissa from the region of interest in Fig. 6c (ii) 
(blue dashed rectangle), showing slight skewing to one side 
of the arena. Where we coded sites of excavation (blue) in 
Fig. 5, there was always deposition adjacent to that location 
and these were included in the ‘excavation’ activity count.

We coded sites of deposition (green) only where a dep-
osition event lay ≥ 25 mm away from the normal deposi-
tion distribution around an excavation site. Across S1 and 
S2 runs, there were 264 deposition events ≥ 25 mm from 
an excavation site, compared to 25 deposition events at 
≥ 50 mm from a site of excavation. Only in  S1D, were there 
no deposition events ≥ 25 mm away from an excavation site. 
Deposition sites persisted temporally in a single location 
along the arena. In  S2A,  S1B, and  S1D deposition events 
occurred contiguously (across 60 s increments), whereas the 
remaining run saw sporadic deposition at a single location. 
The frequency between deposition actions being on average 
5 min (± 5).

Table 1C1 shows series S1 runs, ranked by imposed tem-
perature gradient (steepest to shallowest), where C2–C4 
show the minimum and maximum temperatures recorded 
along the soil substrate. C5 shows that the randomized 
selection of each run’s substrate temperature gradients 
fell close to a linear distribution (0.0928xgradient + 0.9394, 
R2 = 0.98) covering the range of gradients from 0.89 °C  cm−1 
to 0.11 °C  cm−1

, see supplementary data (SD1: Graph1). 
C6 lists the number of cells, where activities occurred for 
each run. In supplementary data (SD1: Graph2 and Graph5) 
we show an approximate logarithmic relationship between 
cells with activities and decreasing substrate gradient (Y = 
− 3.06ln(xgradient) + 3.75, R2 = 0.739). C5 and C6 were nega-
tively correlated (− 0.78, P.E. = 0.88).

C7 lists the average substrate temperature, where activi-
ties occurred and C8 lists the average inlet air temperature 
through each run, see supplementary data (SD1: Graph 6). 
In all runs, except  S1G, where sensors failed, the average 
substrate temperature, where activities were coded was 
20.87 °C, and this fell within 0.2 °C (av. 97.9%) of the aver-
age inlet air temperature of 20.66 °C in C8. Pearson correla-
tion between these factors was 0.68, with only run  S1B being 
negatively correlated and > 2 °C difference. We estimate a 
0.5 °C error on the process of recording temperature (i.e., 
when the arena was opened to take the infrared measure-
ments at the start and end of each run).
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C9 lists the percentage of cells, where activities were 
coded, whose substrate temperatures fell 1 °C either side of 
the NEEP (as dashed vertical lines in Fig. 5,  S1A − I), where 
100% would indicate that all cells with activity occurred 
within 1 °C either side of the NEEP. In 6 of 8 runs, where 
data was available  (S1G had no inlet T data), > 50% of cells 
fell within 1 °C (av. 67%). In Fig. 5,  S1B and  S1F had NEEP 
extents away from cells marked by activity, at the start of 

the run, but both converged to the sites of activity through 
the run.

C10 quantifies the expanding zone of vapor conveyance 
around the NEEP, as the number of cells covered along the 
arena, at the start and then end of each run, see supplemen-
tary data (SD1: Table 2). These increased from an average 
of 1.9–5.3 cells covered (excluding  S1I, where the extents 
covered the whole arena throughout the run).

Fig. 6  a [i–vi] from run  S1E showing 25 s sequence of laser illumi-
nated PEG visualization of streamline flow within the VBL. b Laser 
illuminated PEG vapor showing the extent of vapor conveyor within 
the VBL. PEG vapor is entrained within the vapor conveyor and is 

condensing (to left of red ‘II’ mark) to the soil substrate, just ahead 
of the clustered workers. c (i–iii) Typical distribution of deposition 
events around a site of excavation
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C11 and C12 list ‘worker productivity’, as the number of 
cells, where activities occurred (t = 1 to t = 60), representing 
the time any single activity lasted (minutes), as a proportion 
of the number of workers in the run, see supplementary data 
(SD1: Graph 3). In C11, excavation/deposition events were 
combined as deposition events accounted for < 1% of exca-
vation events and in > 90% of cases, these were an extension 
of the excavation site. The mean of C11 (2.7 activity count/
worker) and C12 (6.0 activity count/worker), indicate that 
excavation/deposition events accounted for 45% of all events 
versus 55% for clustering events, with the C11 and C12 being 
weakly correlated (0.5). Where excavation/deposition events 
remained fairly constant (y = -0.2893xgradient + 2.8445, R2 = 
0.0029) as gradients increased, clustering events increased 
(y = 5.9164xgradient + 3.2107, R2 = 0.2859), peaking at around 
0.6 °C  cm−1.

C13 lists net mass transfer (g  h−1) (outlet % RH inlet 
% RH data) of soil moisture to the VBL through each run 
(av. 0.12 g  h−1), see supplementary data (SD1: Table 3). 
Averaging the mass transfer rates across all runs at t = 0, 
t = 10, … t = 60, there was an increase in mass transfer 
(y = 0.028ln(xt0…t60) + 0.0883, R2 = 0.93) from 0.08 g  h−1 at 
the start and 0.13 g  h−1 (± 0.05 g  h−1) at the end of the run. 
Under perfect conditions, the vapor conveyor would expand 
and collapse within the VBL with no change to mass trans-
fer, between the inlet and outlet RH sensor. In reality, the 
diffusion dominated VBL is not a closed system and there 
will always be some loss, as mass transfer to the free-flow 
stream, above the VBL.

In Fig. 3a–d, we presented the simulated aerodynamics 
within the arena. The model that we used for the vapor forc-
ing (Spalding, 1954) resulted in an exponential-like decay 
in moisture loss, as shown in Fig. 3e. We found that the 
simplified model captured the exchange of moisture between 
the water containing surface and desiccated air. Specifically, 
the model predicted a transfer of moisture of ≈ 0.15 g  h−1, 
which approximated the average physical measurement of 
0.11 g  h−1 (range from 0.08 to 0.13 g  h−1), established dur-
ing the initial setup running desiccated air over the moist 
soil surface.

Discussion

In all runs, ‘clustering’ events (magenta in Fig. 5) preceded 
sites of excavation activity. However, there was variability 
in the time into the run, when excavation began, see supple-
mentary data (SD1: Graph 7) and only in 2 runs did excava-
tion begin immediately  (S1E 0.48 °C  cm−1 and  S1F 0.56 °C 
 cm−1). We could not correlate the time to commencement of 
excavation, to any specific soil moisture content, nor whether 
an optimum soil moisture gradient initiates excavation and 
further recruitment.

In the  S1A − I study group, we were moving moisture from 
a warmer region to a cooler region, because, logically, a 
temperature-driven vapor conveyor can only occur in one 
direction. This seems counterintuitive from what we see in 
termite mounds, where workers are excavating inside the 
mound (where it is cooler) to bring moisture and soil to 
dryer (warmer) regions at the outside and this was partly the 
motivation for the  S2A − C series.

Dry soil adsorbs (condenses) vapor strongly, acting like 
a cool surface, whereas wet soil desorbs moisture strongly, 
acting like a warm surface. In the vapor mass transfer simu-
lation in Fig. 3 e, we showed how vapor mass transfer occurs 
between the substrate and the VBL, where a difference in 
the vapor carrying capacity (at low RH) exists in the VBL 
and no temperature difference exists between the two. The 
role of vapor mass transfer accounts for much of the shape 
and thickness of the VBL. There is still a temperature com-
ponent, but it can be greatly reduced when considering wet 
versus dry regions and this, we believe, is what occurs in the 
mound. Dissect a mound, as in Fig. 7a, and a moisture phase 
transition zone is seen at the dashed white line, between the 
moist domain, inside the mound, and the vapor domain lead-
ing from the transition to the outside. It is here that construc-
tion and modification begin, gradually extending construc-
tion within the stability of a saturated VBL.

Linking this to the experiment, this would be equivalent 
to having wet soil at the lead-in and dry soil at the lead-out, 
with a soil moisture transition zone (as opposed to a tem-
perature transition zone) midway between them. The second 
study group recreated this condition in  S2A − C, with  S2D − E 
the reverse for comparison. Workers were immediately 
active at the soil moisture transition. In these runs we began 
to see fewer clustering events and more deposition events 
around excavation sites, with workers excavating and trans-
porting soil pellets (moisture pellets) to the leading edge of 
the substrate, even where we reversed the moisture gradient 
in runs  S2D − E. In effect workers were moving moisture to 
the edge of the dry zone, theoretically and gradually thicken-
ing the VBL and expanding the vapor conveyor.

Insects sustain and exploit a VBL around them by con-
straining air movement with arrays of setae which improve 
viscous coupling between the mechano-sensing fibers on the 
body. Viscous coupling helps amplify the signals they obtain 
for airflow with sensing fiber arrays, whereby the hairs inter-
act with each other through viscous interactions with the 
surrounding flow (Casas and Dangles 2010; Steinmann et al. 
2006; Barth and Dechant 2003; Tautz 1989; Barth 2014).

Figure 7b shows greater detail from the streamline study 
in Fig. 6a. A worker is highlighted (red circle) and detail of 
streamline flow around the worker is visible. Termite mor-
phology, tied to the viscosity of the air in the VBL, con-
serves laminar flow around the body contours, where poten-
tially setae sustain a boundary layer at ≈ 600 microns. As the 
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worker encountered the streamlines it initiated a ‘sneeze’ 
response (discussed previously) which had a marked effect 
on the streamlines passing around it, producing a coherent 
and single eddy (or void in the streamlines) which remained 
preserved within the VBL and could be sensed by other 
workers downstream. The potential to impart information 
to other workers, by the actions of those upstream may be 
something unique to the viscous conditions found at this 
scale.

In Fig. 6a [vi], a blue ‘v’ indicated a worker seen casting 
(i.e., follow a meandering but vectored path) away from the 
vapor conveyor. ‘Casting’, as defined by (Lee et al. 2008) 
by individuals (not groups), was a common occurrence and 
seemed at odds with the general behavior of clustering and 
excavation within the vapor conveyor. Notably, workers seen 
leaving the bounds of the vapor conveyor, would move at the 
same rate as the air stream (5 mm  s−1) while darting from 
side to side. When mapped in Fig. 7c, workers were seen to 
cast down the arena and then return to the vapor conveyor, 
frequently via a different path.

This runs counter to standard description for pheromone 
trail following. Occasionally a worker would head off down 
the arena and meet a worker coming back. Both would stop 

and turn around, the first heading back to the vapor con-
veyor, the other meandering along a path that presumably 
the first would have followed. Figure 7d (see supplementary 
video SV2) shows, where PEG vapor illumination was able 
to visualize a possible cause. The viscosity of the medium to 
the worker allows for an antennal interaction, where a spe-
cific movement of the antennae creates a single eddy vortex 
as a ring or ‘halo’ of dense vapor, which persists. As the 
halo moves down the arena the initiating worker will follow 
it. This appears to override any other sensory input from 
the vapor conveyor. In the case of the ‘hand-off’ to another 
worker, the meeting appears to disrupt the first worker’s 
‘attention’, enough that it retraces a route back to the vapor 
conveyor, leaving the second worker ‘consumed’ by a mov-
ing vapor halo above its head.

From an antennated sensory perspective, workers interact 
with a broad range of sensory cues from the environment 
and they will select tasks which may seem to conflict. In this 
study, with unique conditions (compared to those found in 
the mound), we saw a favored residency within a vapor cycle 
being overridden by eddy vortices forming around them, 
which they follow towards potentially unfavorable condi-
tions elsewhere. The halo would have little or no momentum 

Fig. 7  a Sections through two 
mounds showing the moisture 
transition zone. b Termite 
morphology may reflect skin 
drag convergence. Streamlines 
passing around a worker show 
a 600 micron boundary layer. c 
Workers frequently ‘meander’ 
away from the imposed vapor 
conveyor, commensurate with 
the airflow. Paths were mapped 
and initially follow the bounds 
of the soil trough then deviate 
along the arena. d Illuminated 
PEG vapor shows worker 
‘trapped’ within a vapor halo 
through antennated feedback to 
a varying vapor density
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difference to surrounding air, only a vapor density differ-
ence, which they appear to sense and become trapped within, 
causing them to venture beyond the vapor conveyor, onto the 
cooler and/or condensing end of the soil substrate.

Over evolutionary timescales, physiological adaptation 
to the VBL may have ‘converged’ through the process of 
mound building. Through construction, workers may be 
pumping vapor to the VBL to expand it to a thickness coin-
cident to the size of the termites. They work within the VBL, 
frequently antennating its upper bounds, which the stream-
function simulation in Fig. 3f showed to be optimal at 3 mm, 
above a uniformly smooth and porous substrate. In our 
experiments, termites were observed to probe the surround-
ing airflow between the surface and a height of ≈ 7 mm. 
The clay to aggregate ratios in soil substrates in this region 
(≈ 1:3) and soil roughness, will increase vapor mass transfer 
to the VBL markedly. We could readily expect the actual 
stream function to be effective to 5–7 mm to coincide with 
the height of the major workers in the study group.

At the scale of termites, a diffusion limited vapor con-
veyor extends a ‘protective shell’ of stability, in which the 
humidity is high (i.e., reduced desiccation), and where soil 
moisture remains at its optimum ‘buildability’. This may 
overcome a classic trade-off encountered by insects, par-
ticularly termites, at this scale. How to push construction 
forward (as the colony grows) into desiccating and poten-
tially lethal transient environments while conserving a stable 
balance of moisture in the organism.

This paper explored the motivation of worker termites, 
when confronted with mound material and moisture gra-
dients within their immediate environment. We cannot 
say how moisture sensitivity and regulation sit within the 
broader discussion on stigmergy, where ‘evaporation’ could 
be considered alongside pheromone decay. The study sug-
gests that it probably is not, the vapor cycle described will 
emerge spontaneously wherever its interrelated parameters 
coincide. This attracts workers, that become active within 
it and they potentially exploit it to their own ends. Within a 
stable bubble of saturated vapor, trail pheromone decay will 
exist, possibly even a secondary build pheromone, within the 
overarching presence of a vapor cycle.

Conclusion

We show how worker termites sense and interact with soil 
moisture and water vapor within their immediate environ-
ment and describe the nature of vapor mass transfer within 
the viscous boundary layer (VBL), which forms over all sur-
faces, and its relationship to worker termites at their scale. 
The experiments recreated an artificial VBL in which it was 
theorized that the phenomenon of a ‘vapor conveyor’ would 
emerge, where mass transfer of vapor to and from the VBL 

occurred as a cycle of evaporation and condensation from a 
moist substrate, because, at this scale, the VBL approaches 
a diffusion limited condition.

A vapor conveyor forms around a region, where the 
moist substrate is neither in an evaporative or condensing 
state, which we term a neutral evaporative equilibrium point 
(NEEP), because in this location the substrate temperature 
matches the air temperature in the VBL, at 100% vapor satu-
ration. Because air in the VBL is free to adsorb vapor up to 
its saturation point (100% RH) ahead of the NEEP, vapor 
and air move advectively along the VBL beyond the NEEP, 
where vapor is free to condense back to the substrate, if 
either (i) the substrate temperature is cooler than the VBL 
or (ii) the substrate is dryer than the soil moisture level at 
the NEEP.

Cohorts of Macrotermes michaelseni workers were 
exposed to both conditions and we recorded 3 classes of 
activity (excavation, deposition and clustering). Activities 
were mapped to the substrate condition and the extents of the 
vapor conveyor, forming around the NEEP, were established 
(i) by physical observation of laser illuminated polyethyl-
ene glycol (PEG) vapor release into the VBL and (ii) by 
numerical correlation between the VBL temperature and its 
equivalent location along the substrate temperature gradient.

We found negative correlation between the extents of the 
vapor conveyor within the VBL and the steepness of the 
substrate temperature gradient. Within the runs, we found 
the extents of the NEEP expanding either as a response 
to changing substrate gradient and the activity of workers 
within the vapor conveyor.

Our findings suggest that the emergence of the vapor 
cycle, around a single point of neutral evaporative equilib-
rium (as we created), governed the location of a variety of 
behaviors associated with the maintenance of termite nests. 
Attracting workers to labor sites is required to organize 
both nest expansion and the excavation of soil that results 
in remodeling of the internal tunnels of the mound. Future 
research should focus on soil moisture profiles within the 
mound and other types of stimuli that work in concert with 
moisture to initiate worker behavior.
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